CHICAGO'S LAKE FRONT A VACATIONLAND FOR THOUSANDS DAILY

Choose Your Favorite Sport! Chicago's Park System Has It

By PAT PATTEN

There's an overwhelming array of opportunities to play the game of your choice at the lakeshore parks. Take your pick, whether you are interested in tennis, golf, archery, baseball, or the many other sports available. The parks are open for the entire year and provide a variety of activities for all ages and skill levels.

Rosalie. holding and selling in one of the stands encouraged by the park district. These stands provide revenue to continue the programs. Pictured: Dick Little, Barry Jo Alexander, Mr. Mansley, and Barbara Langs.

62 Pilots Will Drive Today at Hammond

The Hammond Driving Club will meet today for the running of the 62-round standard auto program. The feature event will be the Hammond Trophy, a 62-round program with 20 laps of 3.1 miles each. The feature will be run at Ann Arbor, Michigan, tomorrow or Monday night on its 17th seeded completed his rout.

Archery is encouraged on 31 standard ranges in the park system where multi-colored targets receive thousands of arrows each day. This is a Renette Yanke, city champion, who last won in the final round of the women's division of the Jackson park tournament.
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TWO CHAMPIONS RETAIN TITLES

Mrs. Thompson Triumphs Again.

Harry Babcock, Col., July 26.—Harry Babcock, Ed., of Chicago, retained the title of National Champion in the 1938 edition of the Chicago Tribune Grand National, which he won last year. The tournament was won by Babcock, who successfully defended his title. The tournament was won by Babcock, who successfully defended his title. The tournament was won by Babcock, who successfully defended his title.